
From end to end the virtual process  is all about 
capturing your story and translating it into 

music. Starting with a fun and enjoyable online 
meeting, we’ll gather ideas together which I’ll  
then refine into the outline of the song. After 
approving a basic demo the decision is then 

how you want it to sound. Options range with 
your budget from a stripped back vocal and 

guitar version, through to a ‘full’ sound 
arrangement with additional musicians. Every 
track will benefit from my distinctive acoustic 

style and guitar collection !

I’ve been writing, recording, producing and 
performing as a professional musician for over 

18 years.  

With a wealth of experience in the 
independent music industry and a successful 
track record of commercially releasing and 
touring my own albums I’m well placed to 

guide you through the creative songwriting 
process.  

“ O R I G I N A L S ”  gathers all of this 
experience together as you tell me your story  

and I work to write and produce a 
professional song from the ideas we’ve shared.

EXPERIENCE & CREDENTIALS

Ever thought of having an  original song 
commissioned, written, performed and 

recorded ?  
❖ to celebrate or mark a special occasion 
❖ capture a special memory,  
❖ pay tribute to a special person or place,  
❖ as a gift for someone  
❖ or  just to explore your own creativity ? 

Then “ORIGINALS” is for you. 

“ O R I G I N A L S ”  
SONGS & RECORDINGS  

With Gareth Davies-Jones

THE PROCESS



Streaming: If you want friends/family/colleagues 
to easily hear the finished song, I can arrange for it 
to be released to any of the major streaming 
platforms such as Spotify or AppleMusic. 

Physical Product: If you’d like a version of your 
song physically pressed to CD, Vinyl or even 
Cassette Tape then I can also arrange this.  

Session Musicians: If there’s a particular sound 
you’re looking to have on your recording - for 
example a live cello, fiddle or different voice then 
additional session musicians can be arranged.  

NB: For all the above options please contact me for 
details of costs.  

SMALL PRINT: As the artist I retain 100% ownership of the 
master recording and publishing rights for the new song. 
However you as the commissioning party have full rights to 
share, play and use the song in any non-commercial context you 
wish once the recording, lyrics and/or video is released to you. 

CHOOSE YOUR PACKAGE
I know every song and songwriting scenario will be unique and different so there is a degree of flexibility applied in 

working with you. However, please use the packages below as a guide to the costs and key parts of the process. 

THE SOLO PACKAGE:    £450 (approx 1.5 DAYS WORK) 
❖ Initial virtual meeting to capture your story & ideas 
❖ Basic demo version of the written song before full recording 
❖ Stripped back Vocal & Guitar studio version of your song  
❖ Mixed & mastered MP3 + “ORIGINALS” Chord & Lyric sheet

THE DUO PACKAGE:    £900 (approx 3 DAYS WORK) 
❖ Initial virtual meeting to capture your story & ideas 
❖ Basic demo version of the written song before full recording 
❖ More developed Studio arrangement of your song with additional 

instrumentation and harmonies 
❖ Mixed & mastered MP3, “ORIGINALS” Chord & Lyric sheet + 

‘Live’ acoustic performance video of your song recorded at my home 
studio 

THE  TRIO  PACKAGE:    £1400 (approx 5 DAYS WORK) 
❖ Initial virtual meeting to capture your story & ideas 
❖ Basic demo version of the written song before full recording 
❖ Full Studio arrangement of your song with additional 

instrumentation, harmonies and guest musicians (additional costs) 
❖ Mixed & mastered MP3, Chord & Lyric sheet + “Live” acoustic 

performance video of your song recorded at my home studio 
❖ Full solo gig performance at your chosen location including (as the 

centrepiece of the gig) your new song

EXCITING EXTRAS


